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LE’ITER TO THE EDITOR 

Counting of ghosts in a quantised antisymmetric tensor 
gauge field of third rank 

T Kimura 
Research Institute for Theoretical Physics, Hiroshima University, Takehara, Hiroshima- 
ken 725, Japan 

Received 10 July 1980 

Abstract. By introducing the BRS transformation and Lagrangian multiplier fields, the 
covariant canonical quantisation is carried out for an antisymmetric tensor gauge field of 
third rank. The non-propagating character of the field is assured from the viewpoint of the 
‘quartet mechanism’ of Kugo and Ojima. The correct number of ghosts is counted from the 
effective Lagrangian. 

In a recent Letter in this journal, Namazie and Storey (1980) have discussed the 
secondary and further Faddeev-Popov (FP) ghosts occurring in covariantly quantised 
gauge theories. They have shown that two second-rank tensor FP ghosts, four FP 
vector ghosts and eight scalar ghosts are required in order to quantise an antisymmetric 
tensor gauge field of third rank AILYAO The counting of total degrees of freedom is 
4 - (2 x 6) + (4 x 4) - 8 = 0 and seems to be in accordance with the fact that AWUA is 
non-propagating. Ward identities need not be invoked to obtain the correct count, 
contrary to the case of the second-rank antisymmetric tensor gauge field where one 
redundant degree must decouple due to Ward identity in order to assure the unitarity of 
the S matrix as shown by Townsend (1979). In this Letter, we shall show that the 
counting of ghosts number by Namazie and Storey (1980) is incorrect. 

In a recent paper, the author (Kimura 1980) has carried out the covariant canonical 
quantisation of the antisymmetric tensor gauge field of second rank with the help of the 
‘quartet mechanism’ of Kugo and Ojima (1978,1979) and has shown that all unphysical 
components are confined. Accordingly, the difficulty of Townsend (1979) is removed 
and the correct number of FP ghosts is obtained using this formalism. Here we shall 
extend the formalism to the case of the antisymmetric tensor gauge field of third rank. 

We start from the Lagrangian density 

where FWuAp = a,A - &AAp, + aAApW,, - apAWuA and we use the metric Q,,, = 
(-1, 1, 1 , l ) .  The above Lagrangian density is invariant under the gauge trans- 
formation 

A,, +&A + (a,&uA + a, tA ,  + a A t M u ) .  ( 2 )  
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To quantise the field we introduce the gauge-fixing terms and corresponding ghost 
terms and construct the Lagrangian so that it is invariant under the BRS transformation 
mentioned below. Our required Lagrangian density is 

1 &PA L = Lo -%A r3,A.A + &xA,A@”” - AN”a,A, - A  @a,A + $ d A A  

-ii(a*b;Aa,b,, - 2awb;Aa.b,A) -ibz”a,b, +ib,,aWb; 

+ipb;b, -ib;a,b +ib”a,b*+(a”c$a,c, -ahcgapc,) 

+c$a,c + c , ~ ~ c * - ~ c , c  +iaAd,a,d (3) 

where a, a’, p and y are real parameters. We postulate that all field variables are 
Hermitian. The fields A,,A< A,,, A,, A ,  c*,, c,, c* and c are subject to Bose statistics, 
while b,,,, bhp, b*,, b,, b*, b, d* and d are subject to Fermi statistics. The Lagrangian 
density (3) is invariant under the BRS transformations 

in which the x-independent parameter A anticommutes with all the Fermi fields and 
commutes with all the Bose fields. The introduction of A,,, etc, assures the off-shell 
nilpotency of the BRS transformations S’(Sb,,,) = 0, etc. 

In order to simplify the discussion we take 

I p = y = 1 ,  a = a ,  ( 5 )  

by which all fields become simple pole fields except for AFLYA. The equations of motion 
derived from (3) with ( 5 )  are 

where @ I ,  stands for field variables except AWvA. The field AWvA is a dopole field except 
for the case of a = 1 (Feynman gauge). 

There are nine pairs of second-class constants between the field variables and their 
conjugate momenta. To get a consistent theory we employ the new Dirac bracket 
method following the procedure proposed by us (Endo and Kimura 1979). Adopting 
the equal-time (anti-) commutators obtained by this procedure, we have the following 
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four-dimensional (anti) commutation relations among the field variables: 

all the other (anti-) commutators vanish. In the above, KFU,Ap = ~ , ~ q , ,  - qrpqyA and 
K,u~,puw = X~2:m(*)q,p~uuqAw _where +(-) is taken according to even (odd) permu- 
tations of p, (T, w. D(x)  and D(x)  are defined by 

D ( x ) =  -i(2.n)-3 d 4 k 4 k o ) ~ ( k 2 )  eikx 

d ( x ) =  - i ( h P 3  d4ke(ko)S’(k2) eikx 

I 
I 

and d ( x )  satisfies OB(x) = D ( x ) .  

transformation 
Following the conventional procedure we get the Noether current of the BRS 

which satisfies the conservation equation a@J, = 0. With the help of the equations of 
motion, the corresponding conserved charge is given by 

The& generates the BRS transformation given by (4): 

We shall now consider the mode counting in the four-dimensional momentum space 
by referring to a Lorentz frame such that p1 = p 2  = 0 and p 3  > 0. By taking account of 
the equations of motion (6)-(lo), in our Lorentz frame, all field variables can be 
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expressed in terms of the following 32 independent variables: 

Xk: - ~ A o ~ z / P o ,  - ~ A o z ~ / P o ,  -iA031/ PO, 

Yk: b12, - ~ ~ z / P o ,  ibllpo, bo, b*1, b*2, b*3, d 

Y*k: b*127 b*23, b*31, -ib*03/ PO, ibollpo, ib02l PO, ib03/~0 ,  -d*. 

C*I, C*Z, c*3, - i d  PO 

P k :  A123 A239 A319 - ~ A o ~ / P o ,  -CI,  -CZ, iCIP0, -C* 

From the four-dimensional Fourier transforms of (13), we have the following (anti-) 
commutators between the independent field variables: 

in which the common factor O(po)S(p2)S4(p-q) is omitted and Wkl need not be 
specified for the present purpose. In the above, the creation and annihilation operators 
QI(p), QI(p)  are defined by 

Q1(x )  = ( 2 7 ~ ) - ~ ”  I d4p(Q1(p) eip* +Q;(p) e-ipx). 

The BRS transformation properties are 

[~QB,  XI] = Y s  {~QB, Y * I )  = $h [QB, Pi1 = {QB, W )  = 0. (18) 

The above forms of (17) and (18) are the same as in the theory of Kugo and Ojima 
(1979) for a Yang-Mills field where the ‘quartet mechanism’ works and where the 
unphysical components are confined in the physically invisible world by imposing the 
condition 

QBlphyS) = 0. (19) 

When interactions are added, either with other fields or in a non-Abelian generalisa- 
tion, the above formalism is regarded as that of the asymptotic fields. The unitarity of 
the physical S matrix can be proved in the same way as in the Kugo-Ojima formalism. 

Taking LY = 1 and omitting divergence terms, we can rewrite the Lagrangian density 
(3) as 

L= - ~ a A A ~ v p a A A , ,  -liaAb;YaAb,u -laAAfia,A, -iaAb,aAb +aAc$a,c, +iaAdd,a,d 

+[i(aAAA,, +A,, -a,A, +d&,)(aAP”” +Awu -#’A” +$’A”) 

The terms in the square brackets can be ignored by taking account of (6 ) ,  (8) and (10). 
Thus we effectively have two tensor ghosts (b$”, bAP), three vector ghosts (A”, c $ ,  c A )  
and four scalar ghosts (b*, b, d,, d ) .  It should be noted that our number of ghosts is 
different from that of Namazie and Storey (1980) (four vector ghosts and eight scalar 
ghosts). In our counting the Lagrangian multiplier fields have played an important role. 
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To reduce unphysical components we have adopted the subsidiary condition (19) 
instead of one of Gupta-Bleuler type, G"'1phys) = 0 where G") means the positive 
frequency part. Therefore our formalism is promising when we deal with antisymmetric 
tensor gauge fields in the presence of the gravitational field, since the positive frequency 
part is, in general, not well defined in this case. Furthermore, the correct counting of 
ghosts is indispensable in practical calculations (such as the one-loop calculations for 
the gauge field) in the gravitational background, because the ghosts do not decouple and 
contribute to loop diagrams, etc. 
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